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Reviewer’s report:

In General
• The topic of the manuscript is interesting for readers.

Introduction

Minor Essential Revisions
1-In the current study, a photosensitizing agent ‘tolonium chloride’ which is known as ‘Toluidine Blue’. It will be useful to give information to the readers about different types agents used for PDT.
2-Please add the hypothesis of the study at the end of the Introduction part.

Materials and methods
3-Please use “Toluidine Blue” instead of “tolonium chloride” for better understanding of the readers.

Results
4-Please add a table which gives all data and summaries the results.

Discussion
5-Add the limitations of the study.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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